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ABSTRACT:
Modeling of Near-Surface Temperature Lapse Rate (NSTLR) is very important in various environmental applications. The Land
Surface Temperature (LST) is influenced by many properties and conditions including surface biophysical and topographic
characteristics. Some researches have considered the LST - Digital Elevation Model (DEM) feature space to model NSTLR. However,
the influence of detailed surface characteristics is rare. This study investigated the impact of surface characteristics on the LST-DEM
feature space for NSTLR modeling. A set of remote sensing data including Landsat 8 images, MODIS products, and surface features
including DEM and land use of the Balikhli-Chay on 01/07/2018, 18/08/2018 and 03/09/2018 were collected and used in this study.
First, Split Window (SW) algorithm was used to estimate LST, and spectral indices were employed to model surface biophysical
characteristics. Owing to the impact of surface biophysical and topographic characteristics on the LST-DEM feature space, the NSTLR
was calculated for different classes of surface biophysical characteristics, land use, and solar local incident angle. The modeled NSTLR
values based on the LST-DEM feature space on 01/07/2018, 18/08/2018 and 03/09/2018 were 8.5, 1.5 and 2.4 C/Km; respectively.
The NSTLR in different classes of surface biophysical characteristics, land use type and topographical parameters were variable
between 0.5 to 14 C Km-1. This clearly showed the dependence of NSTLR on topographic and biophysical conditions. This provides
a new way of calculating surface characteristic specific NSTLR.
1. INTRODUCTION
Temperature Lapse Rate (TLR) is the rate at which temperature
changes with elevation in the atmosphere (Kattel et al. 2018; Li
et al. 2013). Modeling TLR is very important in various
applications including climate studies, soil moisture, hydrology,
runoff analysis, energy balance, evapotranspiration, air
temperature modeling, and normalization of Land Surface
Temperature (LST) (Kattel et al. 2018; Romshoo et al. 2018;
Weng et al. 2019).
The value of TLR is not generally constant and should be
determined according to the time and geographic locations
(Danielson et al. 2003; Minder et al. 2010). In some studies, air
temperature recorded in synoptic stations at different altitudes in
a region were used for modeling of TLR (Blandford et al. 2008;
Rolland 2003). The generalized linear regression is the widely
used method to model TLR in a small geographic area based on
air temperatures (Kattel et al. 2018).
However, the spatial distribution of synoptic stations to record
meteorological and climatic data are generally scarce in many
mountainous regions (Firozjaei et al. 2019). Therefore, it is not
always possible to model TLR using the traditional methods in
physically inaccessible areas including many mountainous
regions. Regression relationships based on the feature space
between the LST and the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) can be
used to model the Surface Temperature Lapse Rate (NSTLR) and
this can be used as an alternative to TLR in different applications
(Qin et al. 2018; Romshoo et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018).
LST depends on a set of environmental parameters including
Malbéteau et al. (2017), Firozjaei et al. (2018), and Weng et al.

(2019). Therefore, in mountainous and many natural
environments, the LST- DEM feature space will be influenced by
other parameters. For example, a decrease of LST was reported
with the increase in elevation (Jain et al. 2008; Verhoest et al.
2012; Zhang et al. 2018). Similarly, environmental parameters
including topographic conditions, solar local incident angle, and
surface biophysical properties influence LST based on the LSTDEM feature space. In these situations, LST increases with an
increase in elevation (Malbéteau et al. 2017; Verhoest et al.
2012). Nevertheless, using this method without considering the
influence of other parameters on LST may produce errors in
modeling NSTLR (Verhoest et al. 2012).
Therefore, the challenge remains in modeling NSTLR using the
LST-DEM feature space from the effect of surface characteristics
including biophysical and topographic characteristics on LST
leading to an error in the modeling the NSTLR. The objective of
this study was to investigated the impact of surface
characteristics on the LST-DEM feature space for NSTLR
modeling
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1 Study area
The Balikhli-Chay watershed in the Northwest of Iran (47°47 ʹ
to 48°05ʹ E longitude and from 37°50ʹ to 38°15ʹ N latitude)
covers an area of 567 km2 (Figure 1). The minimum, maximum
and average elevation of the watershed is 1550, 4363 and 2109
meters above the mean sea level, respectively. The average slope
of the watershed is 17.2%. The region's dominant climate is semi-
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arid with an average long-term annual temperature and rainfall of
8°C and 360 mm, respectively. Biophysical characteristics such
as vegetation and soil moisture of the region in spatial and
temporal dimensions are heterogeneous and variable. Due to
mountainous conditions and sudden slope changes, this
watershed has special hydrological and geomorphologic
characteristics.

Figure 1. The study area
2.2 Data
In this study, meteorological and remote sensing data sets were
used to model NSTLR and evaluate the performance. Landsat 8
image of the studied area with WRS_PATH= 167 and
WRS_ROW= 34 on 01/07/2018, 18/08/2018 and 03/09/2018
were collected and used to model LST and surface biophysical
characteristics including brightness, greenness and wetness. The
water vapor product (MOD07) of the MODIS sensor were used
to estimate LST obtained from Landsat image. The ASTER
Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) was used to model various
topographical parameters including elevation, slope, and aspect.
These data sets were downloaded from the United States
Geological Survey website (https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/). In
addition, land use map prepared by Iranian Rangeland and
Forestry was also used in this study.

Figure 2. Flow diagram showing the analytical steps adopted in
this study

3. RESULTS
Surface biophysical characteristics, topographical parameters
and land use maps of the study area on 01/07/2018 are shown in
Figure 3.
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2.3 Method
The relationship between the LST obtained from satellite
images and the elevation obtained from GDEM was used to
model NSTLR. The steps adopted in this study are showed in a
flowchart in Figure 2. In the first step, after pre-processing of
satellite images, LST and various spectral indices including
Normalized Difference Built Index (NDBI), Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalized Difference
Water Index (NDWI) were calculated using reflective and
thermal bands of the satellite images. Various topographical
parameters including elevation, slope, and aspect were calculated
using the GDEM of the study area. In the second step, the
relationship between each of the parameters and the LST was
investigated to determine the impact of each surface biophysical
characteristics and topographic parameters on the LST. In the
third step, based on the approaches presented in previous studies,
the relationship between LST and elevation over the region was
investigated and an NSTLR value was calculated at the regional
scale. Finally, the relationship between LST and elevation at
different classes of surface biophysical characteristics and
topographic parameters were studied and for each class of surface
characteristic, an NSTLR value was calculated.
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Date

01/07/2018

18/08/2018

03/09/2018

NSTLR

8.5

1.5

2.4

Table 1. NSTLR value based on LST-DEM feature space for
different dates (C Km-1).

Land use

LST (C)

Figure 3. Maps of Surface biophysical characteristics,
topographical parameters and land use of the study area on
01/07/2018.
The surface biophysical characteristics and topographical
parameters of the study area are heterogeneous. The relationship
between DEM and LST is inverse due to the effect of NSTLR.
The LST decreased with the increase of elevation (He et al. 2018;
Jain et al. 2008; Lakshmi et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2018). The
results for different dates are shown in Table 1.

The NSTLR values of the study area varies with time (Table
4). The LST-DEM feature space is significantly affected by
surface biophysical and topographical parameters such as NDBI,
NDVI, NDWI and solar local incident angle (McCutchan and
Fox 1986). For example, LST varied by >15°C for some pixels
with the same elevation range. The LST also decreased with
increasing elevation in some pixels because of the surface
biophysical and topographical parameters on the LST.
Due to the impact of surface characteristics on LST, the use of
the LST-DEM feature space caused an error in modeling NSTLR
(He et al. 2018; Verhoest et al. 2012).
The values of NSTLR in different classes of NDVI, NDBI, and
NDWI are shown in Figure 4. The NSTLR at different classes of
biophysical characteristics are different (Figure 4). The average
determination coefficient of the studied area on 01/07/2018,
18/08/2018 and 03/09/2018 for different classes of NDVI were
0.72, 0.29, and 0.33, respectively, for the different classes of
NDBI were 0.80, 0.28, and 0.44, respectively and for different
classes of NDWI were 0.55, 0.36 and 0.54, respectively. The
modeled NSTLR based on the LST-DEM feature space was
affected by surface biophysical characteristics. In the study
Verhoest et al. (2012) shown that the modeled NSTLR based on
the relationship between LST and DEM for different classes of
vegetation was different (Verhoest et al. 2012).
The use of NDWI, NDVI and NDBI well captured variations
in moisture, vegetation and impervious. However, these indices
could not delineate the diﬀerences in land cove/use types (Panah
et al. 2017; Xiao and Weng 2007). Therefore, the NSTLR in the
land cover classes was calculated separately and the results are
shown in Figure 4. The highest and the lowest NSTLR were for
lands without cover and irrigated agriculture and gardens,
respectively (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The values of NSTLR and R2 in different classes of NDVI, NDBI, NDWI and land use at different dates.
In addition, topographical parameters also affected LST and
therefore the LST-DEM feature space. Accordingly, the NSTLR
in different classes of aspects was modeled and the results are
shown in Figure 5.

The NSTLR varied at different topographic conditions (He et
al. 2018). (Liu and Li 2006) also recommended addition of
aspects in the modeling of the NSTLR based on the LST-DEM
feature space. In this study area, the maximum and the minimum
values of NSTLR were for the W and SW aspects, respectively.
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Figure 5. The NSTLR and R2 values in different classes of aspects in the study area at different dates.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Increasing elevation from the mean sea level, in constant time
and position, causes a decrease in the air temperature, which is
called the TLR effect. Modeling of the TLR is very important in
many applications. In many studies, air temperature data
recorded at synoptic stations has been used for TLR modeling.
However, in many mountainous regions, data from synoptic and
terrestrial stations at different elevation with appropriate spatial
distribution are not available. To solve this challenge in different
applications, the LST-DEM feature space was used to model
NSTLR. In mountainous regions, the LST-DEM feature space is
influenced by surface biophysical and topographic
characteristics. As a result, the use of this method, regardless of
the effect of these parameters, causes the error in NSTLR
modeling. The results of this study indicated that, the modeled
NSTLR value based on the LST-DEM feature space for different
dates, was different. Mean and standard deviation values of
different surface characteristics in different dates indicated the
spatial and temporal variations of the surface biophysical
characteristics and solar local incident angle in the region. The
value of NSTLR calculated in different topographic and
biophysical conditions also varied. For future research, the use of
regression and energy balance-based model for normalization of
LST relative to topographic and biophysical conditions could
increase the accuracy of modeling of NSTLR.
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